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Abstract
This work presents a novel technique for sensing body dynamics for a soft-robot arm inspired by the octopus, using flexure
sensors. The aim is to develop a sensing technique which can also simultaneously enable learning of the body dynamics that can
then be used for control. Flexure sensing is advantageous for a soft bodied robot since it is a direct measure of local behaviour
along the arm, and is closely connected with the piecewise constant curvature assumption employed for such robots. Initial results
on simulated sensor measurements and dynamics learning are presented and ongoing work and applications are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The development of soft robots is an area gaining rapidly in interest due to better understanding of the mechanics
of such systems, and the incorporation of insights from biology. In this regard, a soft-continuum robot is defined as
a infinite degrees of freedom elastic structure with the actuation integrated into and distributed throughout the soft
structure [1]. The octopus is a particularly rich source of inspiration for the construction of soft robots. Aspects of
the arms, such as arrangements of the muscles, passive mechanical properties [2] and control scheme [3] can thus be
incorporated into the design of a soft robot arm, such as the one in Fig. 1a.
Some of the challenges in controlling these robots are in the modeling of their dynamics, sensing the state and
identifying appropriate frames of reference for sensing and control. Traditional inverse kinematics cannot be directly
applied and the inherent large compliance necessitates an alternate approach. Some existing approaches try to develop
dynamic models that may be evaluated numerically to compute control solutions [4]. However, the real-time application
of inverse dynamics from such methods remains an open question.
This work aims at developing a technique for both sensing as well as learning dynamics using a situated measurement
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conference organizers and published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.technique in the form of flexure sensors. Section 2 presents the concept of curvature sensing, while a dynamic model
of simulated curvature dynamics is presented in Section 3.
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aigure 1. Octopus inspired robot arm and curvature. Flexure sensors measure the mean curvature of the arm surface at different points. In the
imulated arm, the radius of a fitting circle is used to estimate curvature, several circles are averaged to emulate sensor size.
. Curvature and its Measurement
Using curvature to specify kinematics and dynamics has some natural advantages. The piecewise constant curvature
ssumption [4] means that the magnitude can be measured at discrete locations along the arm using local flexure
ensors. Curvature is also a situated measurement, i.e. it is invariant under translations and rotations of the frame of
eference, and can be measured directly through flexure sensors such as those by Flexpoint Inc, as seen mounted on
he arm in Figure 1a.
The piecewise constant-curvature assumption enables kinematics to be decomposed into two mappings: between
ctuator and arc parameters and between arc parameters and task space position and orientation. A Frenet-Serret
oordinate frame for a plane curve, may be used to describe a continuum robot arm consisting of a vector T tangent to
he curve and a vector N normal to the curve. The curvature κis defined by the inverse of the radius of the resulting arc.
. Simulated Curvature Dynamics
A planar soft-body simulator of the robot in Fig. 1b based on a lumped parameter model was implemented to study
he effect that body properties have on the behaviour of the system, and to test control strategies.
The simulator also allows us to evaluate and to track the curvature at various points along the arm. On one hand,
his provides model validation by comparison with real data from the flexure sensors on the arm. On the other hand,
ermits the learning of various types of dynamic models using identification and fitting techniques. The dimensionality
f the fitting model is proportional to the total number of sensors chosen to be used. However, the fitting and prediction
uality is reduced when reducing the number of sensors. The model fitting procedure is demonstrated in Figure 2b.
he figure shows simulated sensor measurements fitted by a 2nd order model. It is assumed that the natural mechanical
igure 2. Simulation of curvature dynamics measured at 4 locations along the arm. The data is filtered with a Savitzky-Golay filter and fitted with
2nd order model.
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properties of the material of the arm, enable a finite dimensional model to suitably represent the dynamics. The ongoing
work focuses on the validation of this assumption using a real robot arm.
4. Conclusion and future work
This work sketches a technique for sensing and controlling the dynamics of a soft-robot arm using flexure sensors,
and learning inspired by the octopus. Preliminary results from sensor testing and simulations indicate that the method
has good potential for application. The method can be used for the validation of simulations, as well as to learn a model
of the arm’s dynamics. Once validated, the simulations will enable us to learn an approximated model that can be
used for control of curvature trajectories. This model can also be potentially used for verification of biological control
hypothesis from the real octopus.
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